
Reading at home makes  
a difference! 

What you  
can do  
at home… 

Reading Ideas: 
  
� Read bedtime stories… 
(You read to your child and your child reads to you.) 
� Have your child read the grocery list to you as you 
shop. 
� Write down a recipe for your child’s favorite food. 
Then, read it together as you make it. 
� Get excited to check out your local library. 
� Play a board game… 
(Have your child read all the playing cards to you.) 
 
Reading Tips: 
  

� Don’t leave home without it!  Always have reading 
materials available to read in the car or if your child 
has to wait for an appointment. 
� Once is not enough.  Encourage your child to re-
read favorite stories. This helps to build fluency, speed 
and accuracy. 
� Dig deeper! Ask your child questions about what 
they just read.  Why do they think something 
happened?  What else might have happened? 
� Encourage your beginning reader to follow along 
with his/her finger on the words while reading and to 
sound out unfamiliar words. 
� Be patient, correct gently and praise with 
enthusiasm! 

Allow your child 
to select some 
reading 
materials that 
interest them. 

Your child is  
interested in  
reading about… 
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Math at home makes a 
difference. 

Math Ideas: 
• Use board games to encourage math development. 

For instance, Yahtzee (basic addition), Connect Four 
(problem solving), Puzzles (spatial awareness), and 
War (greatest and least numbers) 

• Use a calendar to count the days to a holiday or 
specific event 

• Practice addition and subtraction with objects in an 
empty egg carton 

• Bake or Cook with your child 
• Point out numbers or shapes in our everyday world 

and talk about them 

Math Tips: 
• Building a number sense is the first step to great 

math skills! 
• Keep the conversation consistent and positive 
• Dig deeper! When your child notices numbers ask 

them questions about what the number means 
(i.e. If a child notices a speed limit sign talk about 
if you are driving faster or slower than that 
number. Does the number represent a fast or 
slow speed? 

Add  
with  Me  

Allow your child to 
see you using math 
in your everyday 
life to help 
encourage them. 

The only way 
to learn 

mathematics 
is to do 

mathematics. 
 

-Paul Halmos 


